Detailed facial performance geometry can be reconstructed using dense camera and light setups in controlled studios. However, a wide range of important applications cannot employ these approaches, including all movie productions shot from a single principal camera. For post-production, these require dynamic monocular face capture for appearance modification. We present a new method for capturing face geometry from monocular video. Our approach captures detailed, dynamic, spatio-temporally coherent 3D face geometry without the need for markers. It works under uncontrolled lighting, and it successfully reconstructs expressive motion including high-frequency face detail such as folds and laugh lines. After simple manual initialization, the capturing process is fully automatic, which makes it versatile, lightweight and easy-todeploy. Our approach tracks accurate sparse 2D features between automatically selected key frames to animate a parametric blend shape model, which is further refined in pose, expression and shape by temporally coherent optical flow and photometric stereo. We demonstrate performance capture results for long and complex face sequences captured indoors and outdoors, and we exemplify the relevance of our approach as an enabling technology for modelbased face editing in movies and video, such as adding new facial textures, as well as a step towards enabling everyone to do facial performance capture with a single affordable camera.
Introduction
Optical performance capture methods can reconstruct faces of virtual actors in videos to deliver detailed dynamic face geometry. However, existing approaches are expensive and cumbersome as they can require dense multi-view camera systems, controlled light setups, active markers in the scene, and recording in a controlled studio (Sec. 2.2). At the other end of the spectrum are computer vision methods that capture face models from monocular video (Sec. 2.1). These captured models are extremely coarse, and usually only contain sparse collections of 2D or 3D facial landmarks rather than a detailed 3D shape. Recently, Valgaerts et al. [2012] presented an approach for detailed performance capture from binocular stereo. However, 3D face models of a quality level needed for movies and games cannot yet be captured from monocular video.
In this work, we aim to push the boundary and application range further and move towards monocular video. We propose a new method to automatically capture detailed dynamic face geometry from monocular video filmed under general lighting. It fills an important algorithmic gap in the spectrum of facial performance capture techniques between expensive controlled setups and lowquality monocular approaches. It opens up new application possibilities for professional movie and game productions by enabling facial performance capture on set, directly from the primary camera. Finally, it is a step towards democratizing face capture technology for everyday users with a single inexpensive video camera. A 3D face model for a monocular video is also a precondition for many relevant video editing tasks (Sec. 2.3). Examples in-clude video face transfer and face replacement [Vlasic et al. 2005; Alexander et al. 2009 ], facial animation retiming for dubbing [Dale et al. 2011] , or face puppeteering [Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012] . For these results, a tracked geometry model of moderate shape detail was sufficient, but even then, substantial manual work is unavoidable to obtain a 3D face model that overlays sufficiently with the video footage. To achieve a higher quality of edits on more general scenes, and to show advanced edits such as relighting or virtual make-up, we require much higher shape detail to be captured from a single video.
Our approach relies on several algorithmic contributions that are joined with state-of-the-art 2D and 3D vision and graphics techniques adapted to monocular video. In a one-time preparatory step, we create a personalized blend shape model for the captured actor by transferring the blend shapes of a generic model to a single static 3D face scan of the subject (Sec. 4). This task is the only manual interaction in our technique. Then, in the first step of our automatic algorithm, we track a sparse set of 2D facial features throughout the video by adapting a probabilistic face tracking method that is regularized by a parametric 3D face model, learned once from a training set (Sec. 5). To increase the accuracy of the 2D landmark localization, we introduce a new feature correction scheme that uses optical flow for tracking correction relative to key poses of the face. These stabilizing key poses are automatically selected by splitting the sequence between frames with similar facial appearance. After 2D landmark tracking, we obtain the blend shape and pose parameters of the personalized 3D face model by solving a constrained quadratic programming problem at every frame (Sec. 6). To further refine the alignment of the face model to the video, a non-rigid, temporally coherent geometry correction is performed using a novel multi-frame variational optical flow approach (Sec. 7). Finally, a shape-from-shading-based shape refinement approach reconstructs fine scale geometric face detail after estimating the unknown incident lighting and face albedo (Sec. 8).
We emphasize the simplicity and robustness of our lightweight and versatile performance capture method. We do not claim to achieve a higher reconstruction quality than multi-view methods, but we think that our approach is one of the first to capture long sequences of expressive face motion for scenarios where none of these other methods are applicable. Our method requires only a little user intervention during blend shape model creation and initial alignment, and tracking itself is fully automatic. As an additional benefit, our tracker estimates blend shape parameters that can be used by animators in standard software tools, which is an important feature also advocated in previous 3D facial performance capture work [Weise et al. 2011] . We show qualitative and quantitative results on several expressive face sequences captured under uncontrolled lighting, both indoors and outdoors. Our approach compares favorably to the recent binocular performance capture method of Valgaerts et al.[2012] , and even performs better for certain aspects. Finally, we show a proof-of-concept application of advanced video editing by applying virtual face textures to video.
Related Work

Monocular Face Tracking
Many monocular methods for tracking the motion of sparse 2D or 3D facial feature sets have been developed. These often represent the face as a parametric 2D or 3D shape model, which is matched against features in the video, e.g. [Li et al. 1993; Black and Yacoob 1995; Essa et al. 1996; DeCarlo and Metaxas 1996] . In this class of algorithms, methods using variants of active appearance models are very popular [Cootes et al. 2001; Xiao et al. 2004] . Such models are linear approximations to the non-rigid deformation of sparse 2D and 3D feature sets, which are learned from labeled training data. Recent work trained regression forests to find very sparse face features [Dantone et al. 2012] . Model-based optical flow has also been applied for monocular non-rigid tracking and built up from a coarse face template [Brand and Bhotika 2001] . Chuang et al. [2002] track a coarse blend shape model, albeit with actively placed markers on the face, and coarsely map facial motion to a 3D avatar. Chai et al. [2003] also extract animation parameters from coarse tracked landmarks and map them to an avatar. Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. [2010] use sparse feature tracking to puppet a target character from an input face video. The result is a coarse sequence of similar faces retrieved from a video via feature matching. Li et al. [2012] propose a variant of this retrieval idea that produces temporally smoother results. The state-of-the-art sparse, monocular face tracker of Saragih et al. [2011] combines statistical shape and appearance models, but falls short of the accuracy we aim for. We build additional innovations on top of this tracker to achieve a sufficient level of accuracy and stability. In concurrent work [Cao et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013; Bouaziz et al. 2013] , real-time monocular face trackers have been proposed that are either based on a trained shape regression model for video or on a run time shape correction strategy for combined depth and video data. All these works use a personalized blend shape model of some sort, but their application is limited to face retargeting. Instead, we move outside the blend shape domain by recovering a more detailed and expressive face geometry and we show accurate video overlays.
Dense 3D Facial Performance Capture
Most algorithms for dense detailed 3D facial performance capture use complex and dense camera, motion capture, or scanner systems, or rely on sophisticated lighting and a special studio [Pighin and Lewis 2006] . Some methods use dense camera sets to track markers or invisible make-up [Williams 1990; Guenter et al. 1998; Furukawa and Ponce 2009; Bickel et al. 2007 ]. Combining markerbased motion capture with blending between static face scans enables synthesis of detailed moving faces [Huang et al. 2011] . Other 3D methods track shape templates from dynamic active 3D scanner data Wang et al. 2004; Weise et al. 2007 ].
Image-based approaches help to overcome the limitations in shape detail and tracking accuracy that purely geometric and scannerbased methods still have. Template-based methods fit a deformable shape model to images of a face [DeCarlo and Metaxas 1996; Pighin et al. 1999; Blanz et al. 2003 ]. These methods yield spatiotemporally coherent reconstructions, but the captured geometry is coarse. High-quality facial performances can be obtained by combining passive stereo and mesh tracking [Borshukov et al. 2003; Bradley et al. 2010; Beeler et al. 2011; Valgaerts et al. 2012] . Some commercial systems also fall into this category, e.g. the MOVA 1 system or the approach by DepthAnalysis 2 . Pore-level skin detail can be reconstructed by recording under controlled illumination and employing photometric cues [Alexander et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2010] . The approaches mentioned here produce high-quality results, but most require complex, expensive setups and would be inapplicable for the use cases motivating our work.
The first steps toward more lightweight setups have been taken. Weise et al. [2009; capture blend shape parameters in realtime with a Kinect. Similar to our work, the ability to obtain meaningful blend shape parameters is considered very important. However, their goal is a coarse control of avatars in real-time and not a highly detailed face reconstruction. Valgaerts et al. [2012] a single binocular stereo camera. In this paper, we go one step further and capture detailed space-time-coherent face geometry from a single video.
Dynamic Monocular Face Reconstruction
Many methods for monocular dense 3D reconstruction were developed to enable advanced video editing. Blanz et al. [2003] fit a PCA face model, learned from a large database of 3D scans, to video and perform simple editing tasks. However, fine face detail such as wrinkles and laugh lines cannot be recovered with their approach, and the tracked faces do not always overlap exactly with the video. Vlasic et al. [2005] introduce multilinear face models that learn separate dimensions for facial expressions and identity from large databases of face scans and use them to track coarse-to-medium scale, dynamic face geometry for face transfer in videos exhibiting very little head motion. Dale et al. [2011] use the tracker from [Vlasic et al. 2005 ], but require a 3D model of much higher shape quality to enable faithful face replacement and video retiming in more unconstrained and general videos. The multilinear tracker does not meet these requirements and considerable manual correction in several frames is needed. In the Digital Emily project [Alexander et al. 2009 ], a commercial software by Image Metrics 3 was used to capture face animation parameters of a blend shape rig that matches the actor in video. The high reconstruction quality and exact alignment of the face to the video required considerable manual work by an artist. Thus, so far, only facial geometry of moderate quality can be captured in a monocular setting, and this requires substantial manual intervention. In contrast, our new method captures spatio-temporally coherent, dynamic face geometry at high quality and with minimal manual interaction. It succeeds on sequences filmed in general environments and for expressive faces and head motion, and it paves the way for high quality advanced face editing in movies.
Method Overview
Our method uses as input a single video of a face captured under unknown lighting. It is composed of four main computational steps: S0 Personalized face model creation (Sec. 4). We construct a customized parametric 3D blend shape model for every actor, which is used to reconstruct all sequences starring that actor.
S1
Blend shape tracking (Sec. 5 and Sec. 6). We track 2D image features throughout the monocular video by combining sparse facial feature tracking with automatic key frame selection and reliable optical flow, see Fig S2 Dense tracking correction (Sec. 7). Next, we improve the facial expression and head pose obtained from sparse blend shape tracking by computing a temporally coherent and dense motion field in video and correcting the facial geometry to obtain a more accurate model-to-video alignment, see Fig. 2 
(d).
S3 Dynamic shape refinement (Sec. 8). In a final step, we reconstruct fine-scale, time-varying facial detail, such as wrinkles and folds. We do this by estimating the unknown lighting and exploiting shading for shape refinement, see Fig. 2 
(e).
Notation. A frame in the monocular video corresponding to time stamp t will be denoted by f t , with f t 0 being the starting frame. We reconstruct a spatio-temporally coherent sequence of triangular face meshes M t , consisting of a fixed set of n vertices with Euclidean coordinates X t and their connecting edges. The outcome of the subsequent computational steps in our algorithm are the tracked mesh M t b (S1), the corrected mesh M t c (S2) and the final refined mesh M t r (S3), all based on the same vertex set and connectivity.
A Personalized Blend Shape Model
We use a blend shape model as a parametric morphable 3D representation of the face. Blend shapes [Pighin and Lewis 2006] are additive deformations on top of a neutral face shape that are able to span a large variation of natural expressions and are widely used in facial animation. If we denote by n ∈ R 3n the neutral shape containing the coordinates of the n vertices of a face mesh in rest, a new facial expression e can be obtained by the linear combination:
where bj ∈ R 3n , with 1 ≤ j ≤ k, are the blend shape displacements and 0 ≤ βj ≤ 1, ∀j are the k blending weights.
We create an actor specific face model by starting from a generic, artist-created, professional blend shape model 4 (k = 78) and performing a non-rigid registration of the neutral shape to a binocular stereo reconstruction matching 29 3D landmarks on the eyes, nose and mouth, followed by a global correspondence search and Laplacian regularized shape deformation [Sorkine 2005 ]. Once the neutral shape is registered, the blend shapes of the generic model are transferred using the same procedure. The obtained face models have a person specific shape, but the same semantic dimensions over all actors. Although our straightforward registration approach has proven sufficient for our application, additional person-specific semantics can be included by using extra scans of different expressions [Li et al. 2010] . Since all personalized blend shape models are derived from the same generic model, they share the same number of vertices (200k) and triangulation (henceforth shared by all meshes in this paper). Fig. 3 shows four corresponding poses for the generic model and the derived personalized model for the actor in Fig. 2 (more examples are shown in the supplementary material). Note that the produced blend shape models lack high frequency shape detail, such as wrinkles.
An alternative parametric representation is a PCA model, which removes possible linear dependencies between the blend shapes. As opposed to uncontrolled PCA dimensions, however, blend shapes are semantically meaningful and correspond to the localized regions of influence on the face that artists are used to work with.
2D Facial Feature Tracking
A sparse 2D facial feature tracker serves as the base of our method, but its performance falls short of our accuracy requirements. To meet our needs, we augment it with a new optical flow-based correction approach using automatically selected key frames.
Sparse Feature Tracking
Our system utilizes a non-rigid face tracking algorithm proposed by Saragih [2011] , which tracks a sparse set of m = 66 consistent facial feature points, such as the eyes, brows, nose, mouth and face outline, see Fig. 2 (b) . The tracking algorithm is based on a 3D point distribution model (PDM), which linearly models non-rigid shape variations around a set of 3D reference locationsXi, i = 1, . . . , m, and composes them with a global rigid transformation:
Here, x f,i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, denotes the estimated 2D location of the i-th facial feature in the image and P the orthogonal projection matrix. The PDM parameters are the scaling factor s, the 3D rotation matrix R, the 2D translation vector t, and the non-rigid deformation parameters q ∈ R d , where d = 24 is the dimension of the PDM model. Further, Φi ∈ R 3×d denotes a previously learned submatrix of the basis of variation pertaining to the i-th feature. To find the most likely feature locations, the algorithm first calculates a response map for each landmark by local feature detectors trained to differentiate aligned from misaligned locations, and then combines the local detectors in an optimization step which enforces a global prior over their joint motion. Both the trained PDM model and landmark classifiers where provided to us by the authors.
Automatic Key Frame Selection
There may be localization errors in the detected features, especially for expressions on which the tracker was not trained. Tab. 1 quantifies this effect by listing the mean distance of the detected features from their manually annotated ground truth locations for a selection of expressions from the experiments in Sec 9. To account for such errors, we correct the feature locations using accurate optical flow between key frames, i.e., frames for which the localization of the facial features detected by the face tracker is considered reliable.
Appearance descriptor. Key frames are selected by comparing the facial appearance of each frame with the appearance of a reference frame that has well localized features, such as a frame of a neutral pose. In our application, we assume that the starting frame f t 0 depicts the actor in rest and we choose it as a reference. We first align all frames in the sequence to the first frame using a 2D affine transformation that maps at best the set of detected features onto the reference shape. Next, we consider three rectangular regions of fixed size around the eyes and mouth, and split them into several tiles for which the appearance is represented as a histogram of local binary patterns (LBP). LBPs are very effective for expression matching and identification tasks [Ahonen et al. 2006] and encode the relative brightness around a pixel by assigning a binary value to each neighboring pixel, depending on whether it is brighter or not. The result is an integer value between 0 and 2 l for each center pixel, where l is the size of a circular neighborhood. To increase the discriminative power of appearance matching, we combine a uniform LBP code for l = 8 [Kemelmacher-Shlizerman et al. 2010 ] with a non-uniform code for l = 4, resulting in an LBP histogram of 75 bins for each tile. Finally, we concatenate all histograms within a region of interest to a single descriptor H for the whole region.
Appearance matching. In a first pass, an initial set of key frames is selected as those frames in the sequence that are closest to the neutral expression according to the distance metric: (Fig. 7) 5.38 ± 1.47 3.83 ± 1.05 11 expressions of seq. 2 (Fig. 10) 6.72 ± 1.44 4.60 ± 0.70 10 expressions of seq. 3 (Fig. 10) 6.36 ± 1.65 4.13 ± 0.88 Overall 6.15 ± 1.52 4.19 ± 0.88 Overall, only mouth and eyes 7.24 ± 2.22 4.35 ± 1.46 a neutral expression in the video and at the same time corresponds to an average inter-key-frame-distance of 40 frames. In a second pass, we select clips between consecutive key frames with a length of more than 50 and divide these by adding more key frames. These in-between key frames are selected in the same way using the distance metric (3), but this time we use an appearance descriptor H for a small region around each of the m detected facial features. Unlike the initial key frames, in-between key frames may have non-neutral expressions since we only seek similar texture patterns around facial features and not within whole facial regions. The division threshold of 50 frames is chosen to limit drift by optic flow (see Sec 5.3) over longer clips. In our experiments, the resulting average key frame distance was 22, with an average maximum of almost 90.
Optical Flow-based Feature Correction
If we assume that we have a key frame at time t = T , we compute the feature locations at times t > T as:
where 0 ≤ λi ≤ 1 is a weighting factor. In this expression, x t f is the feature position (2) obtained by the facial feature tracker (Sec. 5.1) at time t, and x t o is the feature location estimated by optical flow:
Here, x T denotes the feature position in the key frame f T and w t is the forward optical flow vector from t to t + 1 in x t o . Optical flow is estimated in a variational framework by minimizing an energy consisting of a data and a smoothness term similar to those of Eq. (10) and Eq. (11). In practice, we also compute the backward optical flow from t + 1 to t and use it to back-trace the feature position from the next key frame. The influence of the forward and backward optical flows is varied smoothly over time, with the forward (backward) flow having more weight near the previous (next) key frame. This avoids an accumulation of drift errors and ensures smooth feature trajectories at key frames. A related key frame approach for dense tracking was adopted by Beeler et al. [2011] .
Improvements in feature location after optical flow-based feature correction are clearly noticeable for very expressive regions, such as the mouth and the eyes in Fig. 4 . Tab. 1 further shows that the overall feature localization improves after our correction step.
Coarse Expression and Pose Estimation
We now align the 3D blend shape model to the 2D sparse feature locations found in each frame: We solve an optimization problem to find the pose and facial expression parameters of the 3D blend shape model such that it reprojects onto the tracked 2D features. This is done in three steps.
Coupling the 2D and 3D Model
To couple the sparse 2D features to their corresponding 3D vertices on the blend shape model, we render an OpenGL shaded neutral face in front of a black background and estimate the feature locations with the tracker of Sec. 5.1. After minimal manual correction of the detected features (see the supplementary material), we establish the fixed set of corresponding 3D feature vertices, henceforth denoted as F . This step only needs to be completed once for the generic model since all personalized models are derived from it.
Expression Estimation
Given a set of facial feature locations x t i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m estimated in the current frame f t , and a personalized blend shape model e (βj), it is our task to estimate the current facial expression in terms of the blending weights β t j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k. This expression transfer problem can be formulated in a constrained least squares sense as:
where XF,i ∈ F are the coordinates of the feature vertices of the blend shape model. The orthogonal weak perspective projection matrix P is the same as in Eq. (2) and s t , R t ∈ R 3×3 and t t ∈ R 3 denote a scaling factor, a rotation matrix, and a translation vector which align the reprojected feature locations with the feature vertices of the blend shape model in a weak perspective setting. Since the alignment transformations are unknown, we solve the above quadratic programming problem iteratively: First we optimize for {s, R, t} t using a current estimate for the blending weights, after which we solve for β t j in a second step keeping the transformations fixed. We terminate when the change in β t j falls below a threshold.
Solving for the transformations. Finding the least squares solution of {s, R, t} t to expression (6) for a constant set of blending weights is equivalent to aligning two 3D point sets, which can be solved in closed form by SVD [Arun et al. 1987] .
Solving for the blending weights. Once the alignment transformations have been computed, we search for an optimal combination of the linear weights β t j which minimizes the difference in shape between the point sets s t R t P ⊤ x t i + t t and XF,i β t j , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, subject to the box constraints (7). By rewriting the blend shape model (1) as:
and defining β0 = 1 − k i=j βj, we obtain an instance of a convex quadratic programming problem with box constraints and a linear equality constraint. This can be solved efficiently by methods based on sequential minimal optimization 6 [Platt 1998 ]. As opposed to the alignment step, we found experimentally that the blending weight optimization is more robust if only performed over the Xand Y-coordinates, so for this step we discard depth information.
3D Pose Estimation
To retrieve the head pose under a full perspective projection, we update the positions of the 3D feature vertices in F using the computed blending weights, and feed them together with the tracked 2D Fig. 2 (c) , textured with the starting frame. Middle: Textured overlay of the tracking-corrected face mesh of Fig. 2 (d) . This synthetic frame is closer to the target frame in Fig. 2 (a) . Right: Per-vertex correction color coded on the corrected mesh, where red means large correction and green means small correction.
facial feature locations to a pose estimation algorithm [David et al. 2004] . It approximates the perspective projection by a series of scaled orthographic projections and iteratively estimates the global pose parameters for the given set of 2D-to-3D correspondences.
Expression and pose estimation are iterated until convergence, resulting in a tracked face mesh M t b with associated blending weights and pose parameters. However, M t b lies within the space spanned by the blend shape model and lacks high-frequency face detail that appears in the video. These shortcomings will be tackled next.
Dense Expression and Pose Correction
After coarse expression and pose estimation, there may remain residual errors in the facial expression and head pose which can lead to misalignments when overlaying the 3D model with the video, see Fig. 5 . The first reason for this error is that the used parametric blend shape model has a limit in expressibility and is not able to exactly reproduce a target expression that is not spanned by its basis of variation. The second reason is that the optimization of the previous section is performed over a fixed set of sparse feature vertices and excludes vertices that lie in other facial regions such as the cheeks or the forehead. To obtain an accurately aligned 3D mesh, we correct the initially estimated expression and pose over all vertices.
Temporally Coherent Corrective Flow
To correct the expression and pose of the face mesh M t b , obtained by blend shape tracking, we assign a fixed color to each vertex using projective texturing and blending from the starting frame f t 0 . Projecting M t b back onto the image plane at every time t results in the synthetic image sequence fs, depicted in Fig. 6 . To ensure optimal texturing for the results presented in Sec. 9, we manually improved the detected feature locations in the starting frame.
The idea behind our correction step is to compute the dense optical flow field that minimizes the difference between a synthetic frame f t s and its corresponding true target frame f t , and then use the flow to deform the mesh. This corrective optical flow is denoted as w1 in Fig. 6 . Computing such corrective optical flow independently for each time t introduces temporal artifacts in the corrected mesh geometry due to the lack of coherence over time in the optical flow estimation (see the second supplementary video for an illustration of such temporal artifacts). However, if we assume that M t b deforms coherently over time, the synthetic sequence will be smooth over time and, since the true sequence is smooth by construction, To impose temporal smoothness on w1, we include frames at t+1 and t−1 and introduce a new optical flow method for the six-frame scenario depicted in Fig. 6 . Exploiting the dependencies between the correspondences, the problem can be parametrized w.r.t. the reference frame f t s by w1 and four additional flows: w2 and w4 describing the face motion in the synthetic sequence, and w3 and w5 describing the temporal change in the corrective flow w1. Note that w1 + w3 and w1 + w5 represent the corrective flows in corresponding image points at t + 1 and t − 1 and so we can impose temporal coherence through the flow changes w3 and w5.
To estimate all unknown flows simultaneously, we minimize an energy consisting of data, smoothness, and similarity constraints:
Data constraints. The data terms in energy (9) impose photometric constancy between corresponding points along the seven connections drawn in Fig. 6 . For brightness constancy, the first data term between f t+1 s and f t+1 , for example, takes the form:
with Ψ d (s 2 ) = s 2 +(0.001) 2 the robust regularized L1 penalizer. The remaining six data terms are constructed in the same way and all constraints are extended with a gradient constancy assumption and color information for improved matching accuracy.
Smoothness constraints. Similar in spirit to the scene flow scenario in [Valgaerts et al. 2012 ], we use a structure-aware regularization for the flows w1, w2 and w4 to improve the optical flow estimation in semantically meaningful regions of the face, e.g.:
where r1 and r2 are smoothing directions along and across flow structures and Ψs(s 2 ) = 2λ 2 s 1+(s/λs) 2 , with λs = 0.1, a discontinuity-preserving function. As opposed to the corrective and motion flows, we regularize w3 and w5 much stronger: 
This quadratic regularization of the flow changes ensures that the corrective flow w1 varies smoothly over time.
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Similarity constraints. Finally, we enforce the corrective flows w1, w1 + w3 and w1 + w5 to be similar to each other, i.e., we strongly penalize the magnitude of the flow changes:
The respective terms (13) and (12) can be related to first and second order smoothness constraints along optical flow trajectories, as described in [Volz et al. 2011 ]. Contrary to their approach, we exploit the circular dependencies in our specific set-up for the purpose of coherently correcting one image sequence w.r.t. another.
The total energy (9) is minimized over all flows by a coarse-tofine multiresolution strategy using a non-linear multigrid method. Computation can be sped up by using the forward and backward optical flows used for feature tracking in Sec. 5 as initialization.
Optical Flow-based Mesh Deformation
We correct the geometry of M t b by projecting the estimated optical flow w1 back onto the mesh and retrieving a corrective 3D motion vector for each vertex. Since our monocular setting has an inherent depth ambiguity, it is impossible to recover the correct motion in the Z-direction (i.e., in depth). However, we experienced that correcting each vertex in X-and Y-directions parallel to the image plane produces realistic and expressive results. Denoting the 3D motion field parallel to the image plane by W t , we propagate each vertex to its new position in the corrected face mesh M t c . To ensure a smooth deformation, we minimize the Laplacian-regularized energy:
where L is the Laplacian matrix with cotangent weights of M We perform the steps of Sec. 7.1 and Sec. 7.2 once per frame, but they could be applied iteratively. Note that they take us slightly outside the 3D shape space spanned by the blend shape model and yield an extremely accurate alignment of the mesh with the video. The alignment before and after correction is shown in Fig. 5. 
Dynamic Shape Refinement
In a final step, we capture and add fine-scale surface detail to the tracked mesh, such as emerging or disappearing wrinkles and folds. Our approach is based on the shape-from-shading framework under general unknown illumination that was proposed in [Valgaerts et al. 2012] for the binocular reconstruction case. Based on an estimate of geometry and albedo, the method first estimates the unknown incident lighting at the current time step and then uses the known lighting to deform the geometry such that the rendered shading gradients and the image shading gradients agree. Essentially, this method inverts the rendering equation to reconstruct the scene, which is easier in a setting with multiple cameras where the fact that a surface is seen from several viewpoints constrains the solution space better.
To adjust this approach to the monocular case, we estimate the unknown illumination from a larger temporal baseline to compensate for the lack of additional cameras. In our setting, we assume that the illumination conditions do not change over time but that a ground truth light probe is not available. Therefore, we first estimate lighting, albedo, and refined surface geometry of the tracked face mesh for the first 10 frames of every video using the exact same approach as [Valgaerts et al. 2012] . In our monocular case, since the estimation is much more under-constrained and error-prone, we only use this result as an initialization. In a second step, we jointly use the initial albedo and fine scale geometry to estimate a single environment map that globally fits to all time steps. We then use this static light environment and estimate the dynamic geometry detail at each time step [Valgaerts et al. 2012] . The result of dynamic shape refinement is the final refined face mesh M t r . To remove temporal flicker in the visualization of the results, we update the surface normals by averaging them over a temporal window of size 5 and adapt the geometry to the updated normals [Nehab et al. 2005 ].
Results
We evaluate the performance of our approach on four video sequences of different actors with lengths ranging from 560 (22s) to 1000 frames (40s). Three videos are recorded with a Canon EOS 550D camera at 25 fps in HD quality (1920×1088 pixels) and one video with a GoPro outdoor camera at 30 fps in HD quality.
Performance capture results. The first two results are part of a calibrated binocular stereo sequence recorded under uncontrolled indoor lighting by Valgaerts et al. [2012] . We only use one camera output for our method and need one extra frame from the second camera for the blend shape model creation. Results for the first sequence, featuring very expressive gestures and normal speech, are shown in Fig. 7 . All meshes consist of the same set of vertices and are produced by tracking and refining the personalized blend shape model of Fig. 3 over 560 frames (22s) . The green screen is part of the recording and is not used. The figure shows that we are able to faithfully capture very challenging facial expressions, even for gestures that are not spanned by the blend shape model, e.g., the right column. The third row illustrates that our method effectively reconstructs a space-time coherent 3D face geometry with dynamic fine scale detail. Although the actor's head hardly moves in depth, our method estimates a small global translation component in the camera direction, which we discard for the 3D visualization in the figures and supplementary video. Fig. 10 shows a result for a second sequence of 620 frames (25s), featuring fast and expressive motion. Our results capture a high level of shape, motion, and surface detail. Fig. 10 shows an additional result for a third sequence, newly recorded under similar conditions as the first two. The sequence depicts a recitation of a theatrical play and is extremely challenging due to is length of 1000 frames (40s), its diversity in facial expressions, and its fast and shaky head motion. The overlays in the figure show that we are able to estimate the X-and Y-components of the head pose very accurately and retrieve very subtle facial expressions, demonstrating the applicability of our method for demanding real world applications. We also captured an actor's facial performance outdoors with a lightweight GoPro camera. Despite the low quality of the video and the uncontrolled setting, we obtain accurate tracking results and realistic face detail, see Fig. 8 . We recommend watching all results in our supplementary video. The video also shows a limiting head pose with extreme pitch for the GoPro sequence, and demonstrates how our algorithm fully recovers.
For all results, λi was 0.1 for the mouth features, 0.5 for the eye features and 0.2 for the remaining features. For the Canon results, α1 = 500, α2 = α4 = 600, and α3 = α5 = 300, and for the GoPro result α2 = α4 = 700, and α3 = α5 = 400. Further, γ1 = γ2 = 50 and µ = 0.5. For improved accuracy around the eye lids, the eyes of the blend shape model were filled before tracking, but not visualized in the final results. Eye filling is only done once in the generic model and does not change any of our method steps. Comparison with binocular reconstruction. In Fig. 9 we compare our results with a binocular facial performance capture method [Valgaerts et al. 2012] . In the middle and right panes we show our reconstructed face mesh for the target frame of Fig. 2 and its deviation w.r.t. the corresponding binocular result on the left. The colored error plots in the figure and in the supplementary video depict the Euclidean distance between the nearest visible vertices on the binocular and monocular meshes, and are produced by aligning the starting meshes of the sequence using rigid ICP and tracking them while discarding the small translation in the depth direction. As can be derived from the color scale, the meshes are very close in geometry and pose. Over all 560 frames, the average distance between the meshes was 1.71mm, with an average maximum distance of 7.45mm. Differences mainly appear near the lips, cheeks and forehead, where the dense expression correction of Sec. 7 cannot refine in depth. The supplementary document further reports this comparison for the first sequence of Fig. 10 (2.91mm average distance and 9.82mm average maximum distance) and illustrates that our monocular tracking is, in some cases, less susceptible to occlusions and drift, and is overall more robust to extreme head motions. [Valgaerts et al. 2012] . Left to right: Binocular reconstruction for the frame in Fig. 2 
. Our reconstruction. Euclidean distance (see error scale).
Virtual face texture. Our capturing process introduces very little perceivable drift (see checkerboard texture in the video), so it is well suited for video augmentation tasks such as adding virtual textures or tattoos 7 , see Figs. 1 and 7. To this end, we render the texture as a diffuse albedo map on the moving face and light it with the estimated incident illumination. The texture is rendered in a separate channel and overlaid with the input video using Adobe Premiere. Our detailed reconstruction and lighting of the deformation detail is important to make the shading of the texture correspond to the shading in the video, giving the impression of virtual make-up.
Run time.
For the Canon sequences, the tracking and tracking correction run at a respective speed of 10s and 4m per frame, while the shading-based refinement has a run time of around 5m per frame. All three steps run fully automatically and can be started in parallel with a small frame delay. The only tasks requiring user intervention are the creation of the personalized blend shape model (Sec. 4, 20m) , the one-time 2D-to-3D model coupling (Sec. 6.1, 10m) and the texturing of the blend shape model (Sec. 7.1, 10m).
Discussion and limitations.
Our face tracking and refinement is automatic, but creating the personalized blend shape model and improving the 2D features in the first frame for texturing rely on a small amount of user interaction. This is because each of these tasks corresponds to a hard computer vision sub-problem. Currently, our 2D tracking and key frame selection start from a rest pose, but they could start from any frame with reliably detected features. A rest pose texture is also used for the optical flow-based correction, although a non-rest texture could be used as well (albeit harder).
Our results are very detailed and expressive, but not completely free from artifacts. As the dynamic texture in the video illustrates, small tracking inaccuracies can still be observed, e.g., around the teeth and lips. Small tangential floating of the vertices may also be present, as observed in the virtual texture overlays and the dy- namic texture in the UV domain. For the GoPro result, artifacts around the nose are visible due to the challenging low-quality input (noise, rolling shutter, colour saturation). Extremely fast motion can be problematic for feature tracking with optical flow and our method currently does not handle light changes as it violates the optical flow assumptions. Under strong side illumination, which causes cast shadows, the shading-based refinement may fail, but for general unknown lighting (indoor ceiling, bright outdoor diffuse), we are able to produce good results for scenarios deemed challenging in previous works. Partial occlusions (hand, glasses, hair) are difficult to handle with our dense optical flow optimization.
The inverse problem of estimating depth from a single image is far more challenging than in a multi-view setting, and depending on the camera parameters, even notable depth changes of the head may lead to hardly perceivable differences in the projected image. Consequently, even though our 3D geometry aligns well with the 2D video, there may be temporal noise in the estimated depth, which we filter out for the 3D visualizations. This limitation may stem from the use of a 2D PDM model and a 3D blend shape model that have a different dimensionality and expression range. We will work towards a better coupling of these models for 3D pose estimation.
Conclusion
We presented a method for monocular reconstruction of spatiotemporally coherent 3D facial performances. Our system succeeds for scenes captured under uncontrolled and unknown lighting, and is able to reconstruct very long sequences, scenes showing very expressive facial gestures, and scenes showing strong head motion. Compared to previously proposed monocular approaches, it reconstructs facial meshes of very high detail and runs fully automatically aside from a small manual initialization. It also fares very well in comparison to a recent state-of-the-art binocular facial performance capture method. Our approach combines novel 2D and 3D tracking and reconstruction methods, and estimates blend shape parameters that can be directly used by animators. We demonstrated its performance quantitatively and qualitatively on several face data sets, and also showcased its application to editing the appearance of faces.
